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A view of the bottom floors of the Wilton Paes de Almeida Building 

Photo by author in June of 2017 
 

Summary and Preface: This essay is a fictionalized account of the tragic, unexpected collapse of the 
Wilton Paes de Almeida Building, an occupied, squatter settlement depicted in the photograph 
above, on Labor Day, May 1, 2018.1 The story is part of a larger ethnographic project that 
approaches urban migration to São Paulo, Brazil as modes of racialized presence. The narrative 
point of view represents the tension between the omniscient narrator and local actors. Fiction allows 
an imaginative opening to fill in migrant aspirations and fears, in this case. However, it is inescapably 
partial, its own kind of collapse. I was unable to locate the “real” people on which this story’s 
characters were based subsequent to the event. I did, however, revisit the area of destruction 
repeatedly and sat with the ruins, as the built environment played its own role in memory and 
migrant experiences.     
 
The story follows Sembene, a Senegalese trader, his partner Grace, and Flávio, a low-level mafia 
operator, for 24 hours leading up to and immediately following the building collapse. We also 
glimpse their memories and longings as the story setting moves in between Sembene and Grace’s 
precarious residence in the WP building and a Senegalese commercial presence on the nearby 
sidewalks. The majority of occupations in São Paulo are, in fact, “ethical,” i.e., they are non-profit 
and part of a larger socio-political movement, whose goal is to provide affordable housing to the 
needy thereby giving a “social use” to empty buildings, as stipulated in the Brazilian Federal 
Constitution of 1988 and, more specifically, in the São Paulo City Statute of 2001. This building was 
not part of that movement; it was “unethical” in that a criminal organization managed it through 
extortion.2 Ultimately, there are multiple collapses, as the story shows the entangled forces of 
(il)legality, the urban, fortune and belief located in a relatively unknown destination of contemporary 
African migration. 

 
1 I thank Arjun Shankar, Selma Vital, Daniel Mains and Gabriel Dattatreyan, who read and gave critical feedback on 
initial drafts; the thoughtful A&H reviewers, editors and, most importantly, the Senegalese vendors in and around the 
downtown galerias who were willing to talk with me. Of course, any shortcoming in the text are wholly my responsibility.   
2 The acronym MLSM (Social Struggle Movement for Housing), which marked the Wilton Paes building, refers to one 
of the dozens of squatter groups. The mayor’s office reports that no MLSM representative has ever “participated in any 
debates or discussions about urban housing policies.” See https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/sao-paulo-ja-tem-mais-de-
150-movimentos-de-luta-por-moradia-entenda-como-eles-funcionam-22658189 Accessed July 10, 2019. During the 
editing of this text “ethical,” activist movement leaders were jailed under the premise that all squatters are extortionists 
and thus illegal. See https://www.cartacapital.com.br/blogs/br-cidades/nao-confunda-crime-organizado-com-
movimentos-populares-organizados/ Accessed July 20, 2019.   
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At approximately 3AM, on May 1st, International Labor Day, the day that the federal government 

traditionally renegotiates minimum wage values, the Wilton Paes de Almeida building collapsed in 

the middle of São Paulo as a result of a fire on the premises.  

 

Firefighters looked for 12 days to recover any buried victims under the rubble. They uncovered 7 

human corpses, 6 male and one female, including two twin boys of age 10. Later the city would 

report that 6 thousand tons of wreckage were hauled to a dump in the northern extremes of the city, 

an operation that would take 58 days to complete.  

*  *  * 

Sembene’s head was filled with numbers. Calculating, number crunching, he carried digits with him 

wherever he went in search of a “solution” to the city. Rent, profit margins, and other measures of 

efficiency and predictability. Numbers had always been both a blessing and a curse for Sembene.  

 

Arriving at his customary time with a duffle bag full of hopeful merchandise on consignment, he 

greeted everyone in Wolof and sat with his fellow Senegalese partners in their spot, which was 

rented through a kind of barter system. Occasional merch for beat cops in exchange for space. 

Precarity all around. The crew sold an array of products, from sunglasses to sandals to cell phone 

accessories, in a space of six square meters measured by a mix of tarps and low-rise crates, located in 

a slice of what most São Paulo residents refer to as the “historic center.” A gesture to the first urban 

expansion out towards the Anhangabaú River, and, later, the days when socialites confidently 

strolled and basked in the city’s modern glow. Over time, the Figueira trees, whose branches formed 

a natural arch defining the entrance to early Brazilian cities, and which used to decorate São João 

Avenue and the Paissandu Plaza, passing by the Wilton Paes building, were uprooted and replaced 

with concrete. Various grades, but essentially gray concrete. The downtown fauna and an array of 
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animals survived in the República Square just across the avenue from Sembene’s crew with a rushing 

river of asphalt flowing in between. Buildings, signs, newspaper stands, popcorn carts now provided 

the men with shade. They depended on each other. A place turned “decadent” in everyday parlance, 

the historic center has never ceased to be a hub of exchange.  

 

“Your fortune is so great, Sembene, to live right here in this Wilton building. You can come and go 

as you please. You can easily fill our tables with products for sale. My brother, his wife, my Brazilian 

girlfriend and I live far away. Too far away. The time we waste on the bus, on the train, you cannot 

believe! Was it so difficult to get in there?”  

 

Another added, “I have tried many times to find a room in the place they call Cambridge. A former 

big shot hotel. I know a Malian brother there. Spent time in the Sahel and in Dakar. He speaks very 

highly of that place. How did you do it, Sembene?” 

 

“The odds were against us. That is the truth.” Sembene paused and held eye contact with his two 

young friends. He extended his long arm and gyrating his right wrist to show that it had been a turn 

of fate, outside the purview of his calculations.  

 

Sembene wore a simple, multi-colored dashiki accented by a single thoughtful necklace and a 

bracelet reinforcing the red, black, green and gold of Africa. Given the deep, uniform, pitch-black 

tone of Sembene’s skin, the dashiki drew even more attention. On some days, he put on a blood red 

Flamengo soccer team jersey as an undershirt. It fit his frame surprisingly well and even added 

something, a subtle Brazilian familiarity, to the sartorial color scheme. His African composition 

flowed over his jeans and broke off in comfortable distance from his well-healed, leather sandals. 
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Sembene struck a balance of entrepreneurship and humility. When in good spirits, Sembene, aged 

34, still maintained boyish features - an attractive, mischievous grin slapped on a gaunt face put in 

motion in awkward yet jovial gestures. A tall man with a considerable wingspan, Sembene could fill a 

room spreading his limbs as if to hug the world like a circus clown. 

*   *   * 

Flávio, a daily presence of an entirely different sort in the plaza and its immediate surroundings, 

perched himself temporarily on the sidewalk across from Sembene and the others. The vertical 

shopping malls (galerias), once the craze in the 1960s, shielded Flávio from the sun. His eyes 

remained on Sembene. Flávio was a fly-like spy, nervous, shifty, never quite still.  

 

With thick, short-cropped dark hair Flávio also betrayed his age. At least from some angles. He 

sported a face marked by taut skin, as if sculpted by a sand storm, and his copper tone, sinewy body 

hid a real athleticism and surprising strength. Flávio preferred fitted T-shirts. He mindlessly rotated 

them throughout the week, one solid color to another. From afar, Flávio passed through the city as 

unremarkable, but once locked into a face-to-face conversation, the deep, aged scars of a violent 

past on parts of his neck and left forearm grew more visible. 

 

Flávio had scrapped out a living as an intermediary of sorts, a go-between of goods and services. 

Graffiti territories, narcotics, auto parts, protection and real estate “agreements” comprise the bulk 

of Flávio’s curriculum. He had taken his share on the chin, from “brothers” and police alike, but 

recently had found a renewed vigor in the current milieu of downtown squatter settlements. Beyond 

his considerable network and experience, Flávio counted on his particular skill of labeling and 

pinning down his targets/clients while simultaneously evading scrutiny. He could appear hungry, 

thirsty, ill, nervous, anxious, hysterical or simply blasé out of nowhere. Inundated with the hundreds 
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of daily interactions someone like Sembene endured, it was simply hard to remember the guy or 

predict his actions. Flávio had remarkably survived 45 years of bare life, a few years shy of the age of 

the Wilton Paes building to which he owed his current job of rent collection.  

 

In his youth, Flávio mixed pleasure and work by sniffing glue and spitting out tag names. A 

facilitator for others and an ultimately selfish addict, Flávio was a walking contradiction. He was part 

of dozens of crews but never for very long. He made his reputation through places like the WP. 

Men and buildings. For Flávio, scaling a wall for the perfect tag was like a memorable handshake. 

Flat ash skies and uneven gray cement swam with mud-crusted fingernails of black and brown men 

of a dozen shades. Rough. Callous. A job well done. Flávio had forged a solid reputation without 

anyone really knowing who he was. 

*  *  * 

Sembene held the crew’s attention as he pivoted and pointed to the newspaper front page pressed 

up against the glass pane inside the side panel of the nearby stand. “House crashes down: Police 

busts counterfeit ring of lottery tickets,” read the headline. Taking up a third of the front page, the 

lotto headline competed with other tags of murder, traffic accidents and football/soccer heroics.  

 

“The odds were against those counterfeit guys too. Can you remember all the cards played? We all 

play within the probabilities and try to avoid collapse.” Sembene waived a few recently purchased 

lotto tickets in the air to get the conversation going. It was his way of boosting morale in what 

otherwise had been a dismal last couple of months in sales.  

 

“Games, now you’re talking to me, Sembene. Let me tell you all the problems of this country. Brazil 

has no real games. Nothing to challenge the mind. Dominó, damas, these are children’s games.” 
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Another interrupted, “it is true; there is no rival to mancala, a supreme Senegalese, an African game, 

but have you played truco? The game of bluff. The game of a big mouth like you, brother.”  

 

Sembene smiled at his young friends and stared into the dense traffic of cars, taxis and pedestrians, 

many of whom acted as human billboards advertising outdated services such as internet cafés and 

photocopying. The three-note call of the Kiskadee bird, known locally as the onomatopoeia bem-te-vi, 

fluttered in counterpoint to the nearby teenager’s sales pitch of “3 for 1” referring to the Nestlé 

chocolate bars neatly tied in colorful ribbons.   

 

Sembene’s own specialty was wristwatches. He felt confident matching the size, color, material with 

what he took to be the personality of the client. He measured the dimensions of wrists, skin and eye 

tonalities and gauged the overall fashion sense of potential customers. He had learned to pepper his 

role as sartorial phrenologist with a string of compliments in Portuguese. “Que moça bonita, olhe só, um 

homem fortão,” appealing to qualities of individual vanity related to feminine beauty and masculine 

strength. Sembene was both the epitome of the serious professional and the nice guy, and his 

foreign accent made these banal phrases somehow sweeter and more genuine to the ear. Sembene 

accompanied the global trends, such as the return to fashion of oversized watch faces and made sure 

he maintained a stock of Rolex knockoffs. Like any product, the wristwatch presented its own pros 

and cons. Portability and profit margin, on the one hand, risk of theft on the other.  

 

Sembene returned to the group, “games aside, strength in numbers my brothers; prosperity awaits.” 

The men replied “God willing.”  
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A particularly shrill voice intervened, drowning out the Nestlé boy and the Kiskadee bird. The gross 

impatience of the typical paulistano, the proud local urbanite, never ceased to astonish Sembene. The 

customer dawdled, hemmed and hawed, pondering what his next haggling tact should be. 

Meanwhile, Sembene turned to his partners and asked plainly in Wolof, “can one measure the 

patience of a successful trader, of a good man? How many seconds, minutes, days, years does it take?” 

Sembene’s rhetoric again led the men back into word play.  

 

“São Paulo is a bully,” one of the younger men remarked sharply in Wolof, looking down at the 

cracked sidewalk fiddling with a stick poking the insides of a crevice. Sembene recalled his wife 

Grace. She was so cute when she said this ugly word, “bully,” a term so perfect in English that no 

one bothered to translate it. “Bully,” in Grace’s enunciation meant to puff out the lips and wrinkle 

one’s forehead. “A clever, concerned cuteness,” Sembene thought to himself.  

 

Grace was a full ten years junior to Sembene and she had a knack for the novelties of language and 

the empathy of the moment. She was an emotional shifter. Traits that both attracted and angered 

Sembene. Worried about his own worth as a good man, he turned his attention to the paulistano, made 

a small sale and, over time, bent his head down to rework his family finances. The morning had 

disappeared and the ratio of sweat to shade to sales had become unsustainable. The crew took turns 

for a break.  

*  *  * 

Flávio refocused keeping Sembene in his sights as he saw him pass in front of the galeria.  

 

“Sit down here, Sem-benny. What do you have for me today?” Flávio said.  
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Flávio had “recruited” Sembene as a potential client three years ago soon after Sembene’s arrival in 

Brazil. They had pieced together a conversation out of one-word offers and promises outside of the 

Scalabrini Mission, a Catholic Church and a historic landmark for generations of immigrants. “Job,” 

“Sales,” vendedor, travail, “Brazil is for everyone.” “Welcome.” Flávio, in fact, had brokered 

Sembene’s first “kit” of wristwatches complete with a folding pedestal and silver-plated suitcase for 

display. That contact later resulted in Sembene’s admittance into the Wilton Paes “community.” 

 

Sembene countered in correct, measured and heavily accented Portuguese, “Don’t say my name like 

that. I talk to you later. Give me some time. I eat lunch now and I talk to you later. God willing.” 

Sembene thought he had solved this problem and began to step away.   

 

Flávio insisted. “Look, Sem-benny. Do you know what today is? Today is the day when you show 

your support of the comunidade. You know what that means? It means you have to pay 500 reais.” 

 

“Wait, what?” Sembene stopped, squinted his eyes and turned his body and full attention towards 

Flávio. “It’s 450. That’s the agreement. We’re not late. I’m never late. You know that. It is due 

tomorrow, the first of the month. Not today. I am never late.” 

 

Flávio, now provoked, explained. “There are membership dues, my friend. Did you forget that? It 

has been a full year since you and your woman became a part of the comunidade. There are many out 

here, perhaps one of your africano vendor buddies, who would gladly take your place? Look, I know 

you, Sem-benny. You work the numbers. But, what you don’t understand is that I don’t care about 

your calculations. It’s one shoe fits all in the comunidade. Has anyone ever told you the Brazilian 

expression – cada um por si; Deus por todos?  Everyone for himself; God for all. You see, we are God 
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and I am the messenger. You may think you’re different, but we treat everyone the same. God for 

all. You owe an extra 50 bucks. End of story.”  

 

Sembene heard the annoying paulistano haggler in Flávio’s voice. He straightened his back and 

returned to his harried pace. “Bully,” Sembene mumbled to himself ambiguously as both an 

admission of defeat and an internal call to resist. Flávio watched momentarily and smiled as 

Sembene scurried away, pleased that he had primed the pump. Occasional threats work on most 

tenants, Flávio had found. Sembene would certainly pay the extra 50 and he could skim a tenner for 

himself.  

*  *  * 

The city air in downtown São Paulo was stagnant. Only the passing cars seemed to stir up any 

breeze. A chain of buses hurled around the corner departing the municipal theater, past the adjacent 

squatter settlement, which was joined at the hip with the posh Praça das Artes cultural center. 

Whoosh! The individual buses remarkably maintained their proximity to each other as they snaked 

through the downtown streets and performed a dramatic release as the Avenida São João opened up 

wide. Galeria on one side and the Largo Paissandu and Wilton Paes building on the other. Whoosh! 

 

“Aí, tudo bem?” Sembene greeted the “monitor” at the entrance of the WP building. Hiding 

unconvincingly behind a pair of knock-off Versace sunglasses that Sembene had procured for him 

as a peace offering, the monitor sat expressionless and blazed. His stylized eyebrows, featuring 

golden highlights and chiseled with razor sharp precision in preparation for the baile funk mega-party 

the previous Saturday night, drooped behind the shades. He was managing his own small failures, 

his hopefully temporary collapse. A man recovering, waiting, biding his time. It was all he could do 

to nod an acknowledgement. “You can enter,” he said to Sembene.  
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A façade. A minuscule façade within a monumental façade. Having absorbed the sunlight’s 

reflections, the smearing and chipping of paint on glass and, over time, the missing panes shattered 

from rage, the Wilton Paes building stood as materialized cacophony. A building that could always 

take on one more layer, until one day it didn’t.  

 

Sembene reckoned the gatekeeper and the dented, metal door with the same level of respect. Both 

necessary layers of protection. Something hard-edged to defend the glass lives above. Sembene 

cautiously advanced forward down the corridor and past the defunct elevator and noticed the 

adjacent “social” and “service” signs.  

*  *  * 

“I suppose we can enter the social one, right Sembene?” Grace had asked upon their arrival to the 

“occupation” almost a year ago. “Remember those old movies with scenes of elevators just so in 

those luxurious Parisian apartment buildings; the maids go in one with their uniforms and cleaning 

supplies and the madams, poodles and sequins in the other?”  

 

Grace didn’t wait for his reply. Giddy over the prospect of a new apartment, she sprinted like an 

overbearing teen to press the button. Desperately looking for joy in any spot, Grace occasionally 

feigned an immature dreaminess. The city was like a schoolyard playground to Grace - no trust, no 

spirit and everyone ready to punch you in the eye. In their early urban wanderings, Grace, in 

particular, had been lured in by the plethora of French names like Maisson de Parc or L’été, for 

businesses, apartment buildings and even Brazilians themselves, like her first boss, Pierre Rousseau, 

only to realize later that the guy thought all black people were apes and had no patience for her 

rudimentary Portuguese. Grace discovered that she had no real access to these people or places. An 
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exclusion she struggled to comprehend. “This place is a bully, Sembene. And, the problem is that 

bullies don’t believe in anything. I can’t have that, Sembene. I just can’t.”  

 

She, too, frequently felt her body had become a burdensome weight to lug from one place to 

another in this city. She longed to lilt and sew the moments in her life into an intentional tapestry 

rather than a series of jagged reactions. Grace maintained the mise en scène, as she picked up the pace 

and smiled at Sembene in a victorious gloat. “Listen, the elevator will come and pick us up. Do you 

hear that engine, Sembene?”  

 

Sembene impatiently replied, “That is the roar of a fleet of garbage trucks outside. There is no 

engine here inside; there is no elevator. You are imagining things. Think about it, Grace. This is an 

occupation. There is no electricity in the foyer, in the hallways, in any of the common spaces here. I 

am sorry, but we can’t use them. There is no service, no social, no elevator. Period.”  

 

Sembene rarely stopped to consider Grace’s capacity for irony. He considered such behavior a shirk 

of wife responsibilities, while Grace found joy in her dramas. They were like small tastes of a 

favorite sauce offered by an older sister or an uncontrollable laugh shared with Grace’s only younger 

brother. Attempts to remember.  

 

A practicing but not devout Muslim, follower of the Mouride Sufi brotherhood, Grace had settled 

for simple wraps of clothing in Brazil but thought in ranging, expansive strokes. She was not a 

numbers person but rather tended to look beyond the measurements of the here and now. She saw 

the human interface with environment. “Nature is the greatest test of math,” Grace sometimes 

would say to Sembene, “because Nature always takes Time into account and Math doesn’t. When it 
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rains, we discover if a table or a road is really flat or warped. When there is fire, what do we know? 

It is difficult to measure fire. You say heat, a category of energy measured in joules, and I say that is 

not enough to know the fire. We see and feel things…and people…they all change.” For her, 

numbers were shapes and sounds with perspectives rather than God’s tools to solve this world’s 

games and puzzles. 

 

Sembene closed his eyes as if he were changing channels inside his head. He checked his wristwatch 

and calculated time and distances. He worried about his crew and thought again about elevators.  

 

“What is really behind them?” he mused. “I suppose not much,” Sembene, noticing no one around, 

actually registered his comment aloud. He approached the doors, stopped and surveyed the 

dimensions in a nodding sweep with his head. Determined now to get a better look, Sembene tried 

with his hands to pry open the elevator doors. They gave slightly but only so much and then firmly 

locked in position protecting the contents. A new puzzle as the day wore on. The gentle rays and 

comforting warmth of the autumn sun began to fall short and failed to accompany Sembene’s 

ascension up to the fifth floor.    

*  *  * 

“Grace, is lunch ready?” Sembene asked as he entered past the door left ajar. He sat down at the 

table and immediately spotted a collection of smudges on the window on the other side of the room. 

They complemented the accumulating marks of mildew on the wall as if telling their own stories. 

The transformations in humidity afoot in the apartment did not limit themselves to vertical walls 

and windows but also touched the surfaces of floors and countertops. Sembene and Grace’s 

apartment had cement floors but some in the building had parquet floors, designed in a labyrinth 

pattern, folding and unfolding, like the graphics in a 1980s video game. One section of the 
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apartment appeared creased by the crew’s stored merchandise. Even, during the day, when Sembene 

and the brothers were working, the emptiness had a weight to it.  

 

The situation was beyond Grace’s or any other person’s control. To her credit, she did assure 

spotless bed sheets and a dining table. Clothes were meticulously folded and sat in piles. Two metal-

framed chairs sporting red vinyl upholstery on the seat and backs matched, by necessity, the small, 

dark blue, plaid sofa covered in a polyester material that was irritating to the skin. Grace kept a 

separate bedsheet handy in the event of a visitor’s extended stay.  

 

When opened, the glass pane in the one, single sliding window of the apartment nervously shifted 

from side to side, jittery as it looked for just the right angle to escape. The pane’s intentions drew a 

stare. Sembene stood up and shut the window effectively reducing whatever weak crosswinds to 

nothing. Just like down on the corner, stagnant, heavy air.  

 

Click. Clack. Flicker. Pause…And back on again, the lights blinked, the undersized refrigerator 

churned back up and neighboring appliances rose in crescendo. The gatos or improvised circuits took 

back control and the everyday resumed.  

 

“I can’t think in this place. If I could sell 10% more of the merchandise…If we could pay 10% less 

in rent…If we could find better prices for food…If the Brazilian real would not lose any more value 

to the Euro, to the West African CFA…Our days here may be numbered.”  
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Grace did what she normally does in these situations. She quickly filled the one green plastic bowl in 

the apartment with nuts. Peanuts. “This usually calms him down. A little bit, anyway,” Grace told 

herself and she nodded as she swiveled around placing the snack on the table. 

 

Grace had grown up under a new era, as a “modern” Senegalese woman with an understanding of 

relationships as just that, relational. They vary in length and type. Such relations did not jeopardize 

her Senegalese stoicism, a womanly calm or muñ that Grace occasionally stretched but never 

ruptured. She had learned from her two older sisters that the fling was not necessarily “dirty.” It 

could be a means to an end.  

 

“It’s all a game. That means relationships…marriage…it’s better to think about this not in terms of 

truth or lies but as levels of interest. Worth. Value. Keep asking yourself: are you still interested? Is it 

still worth it?” Grace was a captive audience for her sisters. On this account anyway.  

 

Sembene sat and crunched numbers with peanuts. 

*  *  * 

Grace and Sembene met as part of a promise. An agreement between friendly fathers to send the 

younger, curious, imaginative Grace to be with an entrepreneurial man in the diaspora. The new 

destinations of Argentina and Brazil. Perhaps on their way to New York or Paris? London or 

Marseille?   

 

Despite or maybe because of their personality contrasts, Grace and Sembene seemed like siblings 

rather than partners. Too tall, too thin and too dark to be Brazilian, the couple often passed as 

Angolan. Until they opened their mouths that is. The sweet encounter of French, Wolof, Serer and 
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Manjak took them ever adrift from the peculiar idiom of Brazilian Portuguese and its Italian-infused, 

impatient São Paulo urban variant.    

 

“Look, I think we pay too much to live here, Sembene! Do you hear me? I see what it all does to 

you. To us. I feel an extra weight. Like the heavy air you cause when you close that window, our only 

window. Like an unnecessary puddle of rainwater to carry around. It’s starting to show up now. You 

know I’m right.”  

 

Grace adjusted her headscarf balanced by a seductive sway of her remarkably shapely hips for such a 

thin woman and turned back to the job of food preparation. Spraying a stiff measure of cooking oil, 

Grace produced a bright burst of flame. Faulty, expired, damaged product, Grace thought to herself 

and, yet, she was ultimately thankful for the gift from her friend Amina, who worked part-time in a 

West African restaurant located in the galeria nearby. “Leftovers in a flash,” Grace said as she tried to 

lighten the mood. “Body and soul, what’s good for one, they say…”  

*  *  * 

The last several months had been touch-and-go with Amina. She and Grace had once been close, a 

fixture at the galerias. They formed an impressive team who served daily delicious meals at the Petit 

Village restaurant and entertained the men and women with flirts and barbs. Tall tales and wide 

smiles. The thin Grace complemented perfectly the rotund Amina. Dark noir with caramel cream, 

they were an attractive pair. The good times lasted a mere two months as Amina wanted more. She 

complained about wages and drew the attention of other West African entrepreneurs inside the 

galeria, who were willing to spend an extra 500 reais a month for her services.  
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It was in the Petit Village or thereabouts where Amina met “Charles,” a Nigerian king, or so he 

would have you believe. His attempts to tame Amina and take her out of the galeria life became the 

fodder for many a joke. “A cautionary tale,” the other Nigerians referred to Charles, a “crafty witch” 

the small contingent from Benin mused regarding Amina. What was once a promising upside quickly 

became risk and Amina wondered if all this Charles business would have happened if she had stuck 

close to Grace.  

 

For her part, Grace stayed on and prepared food on Friday and Saturdays, when the galeria was 

particularly crowded and folks were looser with their cash and their compliments. From her distant 

perspective, Grace saw the hustling Amina as successful, hoping for the right moment to strike up a 

conversation and perhaps rekindle their relationship. Grace began to ponder her own “Charles.”     

*  *  * 

Now seated in front of Sembene, Grace counted on eye contact as her opening to change the 

stubborn man’s mind. “What is your plan, Sembene? Our families depend on us. We send less and 

less back home each month.” Risking reprisal, Grace went further, “I cannot live like this anymore. I 

want to stay with Amina.” Grace blurted Amina’s name out as a test. She hadn’t really talked or 

hung out with Amina in months. It was an empty threat. A lark. “Is he even paying attention to 

me?” Grace challenged her man and marked the present moment.  

 

Sembene heard the words “plan” and “less and less”, as he had begun to overcompensate, to hyper-

focus his attention. A dilation of awareness. He let too much of just one thing in. The rest became 

noise. An irritant. “Amina” passed by his ears as three droning syllables with the same significance as 

the Kiskadee bird out on the square.  
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Grace proceeded to serve rice, chicken and palm oil in two wide, shallow dishes. 

 

Sembene stared down into a metal bowl blemished by a cauterized spot of rust. Or something. He 

guided his rice and meat around the bulge. “It’s safe. Keep it at the margins. Keep life afloat at a safe 

margin,” he considered. “One must maintain that buffer zone.” A concluding thought.  

 

Grace, disheartened but not defeated, returned to her own bowl and the two ate in silence. 

Thoughts drifted off elsewhere and skipped over past moments and future dreams. It was the 

chewing and crunching that tied them to the bowl, to the table inside an improvised apartment in 

the middle of a contorted hulk of concrete, glass and steel. A squeezed city.   

 

“Gotta go, Grace. Sales should pick up in the afternoon. We’ll get out of here soon.” Sembene 

handed his bowl to Grace without looking in her eyes. He showed that he had heard her, at least he 

thought so, but also knew his departing phrase failed to convince. He faced a calculation as large as 

life. Equivocally, Sembene left the door half-open, as Grace pivoted towards the window angling her 

body in preparation to open the nervous glass pane.  

 

“Relationships,” Grace mumbled. “Our days may be numbered,” she mimicked Sembene’s pause 

and signature hand gesticulation. He had already left.     

 

On a hunch, Sembene approached the fifth floor elevator doors. Bending his elbows and knees for 

the ultimate leverage, he once again tried to open and see behind the doors. This time they gave way, 

at least to the width of a large frying pan. Sembene quickly stuck his head in and surveyed the 
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elevator shaft. Dripping oil, plasters of paper and clumps of what appeared to be food reflected the 

beam of Sembene’s cellphone flashlight. The shaft was coated with kitchen waste.   

 

Sembene descended the dark, damp staircase of the WP building and checked the elevator doors on 

his way down. A pattern emerged. Odd numbered floors. Sembene filed the information away and 

readied himself to cross the plaza once again. Back to work. Back to the avenue spot.  

*  *  * 

It takes a certain imagination to conjure the original project of this square, the plaza called Largo do 

Paissandu. Nervous city administrators, such as João Teodoro Xavier (1872-1875) and Antonio da 

Silva Prado (1889-1911), rushed to provide a public space that both eased the shock of the 

metropolitan arcade and displayed the economic splendor of modern speculation. A spectacle. A 

proper public place was needed, a logradouro, literally a durable space of profit for all to exploit. The 

mantras of French urbanist, Eugene Hènard, that the city should contain a number of little parks to 

facilitate the “circulation, hygiene and aesthetics” of the urban, had been adopted in São Paulo. But, 

a stroll and a breath of fresh air have never been simple in SP. Architects, engineers and 

administrators never really get out much.    

 

“Have a good day,” Sembene greeted a fellow street worker and happily took a flier for such-and-

such services. More than an effort towards congeniality, Sembene practiced his Portuguese and, 

most importantly, used the backsides of these fliers along with receipts, like lotto tabs, to work out 

his solutions. The “shape of things,” as he sometimes referred to his scribblings. Sembene 

juxtaposed equations with architectural drawings accompanied by an acute attention to the role of 

scale. As customers whined or tried to impress him and his fellow vendors with their street smarts, 

he worked out probabilities of everyday happenings. Strategically, Sembene engaged customers with 
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small talk based on newspaper headlines. “It’s tough all over, sir. Hard to make a living, no? I often 

wonder what I would do if I won the lottery. Right?” Sembene played the lotto justifying this 

expenditure to Grace as his way of integrating into society. In this vein, he sometimes showed 

potential customers his tickets. “Madam, you know I have a system. It’s not only about the numbers 

themselves, success has to do with what time you buy your Lotto tickets. What about you, senhora, 

how do you pick the numbers?”  

 

Grace meticulously washed the dishes and weighed her options. She emptied the trash in the two 

collective bins down the hall. One for recyclables, stuff that the comunidade could supposedly use or 

sell, and one for biomass. The stench had intensified since her last visit. “I am not sure where all this 

goes but the least they could do is sanitize this receptacle,” Grace thought to herself as she looked 

down at a semi-hardened goo and curled her nose in disgust. Grace quickly returned to her 

apartment, washed her hands pensively and picked through the neat piles of clothes. She selected a 

royal blue wrap with a sharp cerulean and yellow foulard as a headdress. After a thoughtful 

application of carmine lipstick, an Amina hand-me-down, Grace took a deep breath and felt ready to 

go. She turned a few Afro-Brazilian men’s heads as she crossed into the galeria in search of Amina.    

 

A full two hours later, as the sun’s hold on the square yielded and groups of men and women 

seemed to exhale a collective breath of air upward into the sky nudging the car exhaust just a bit 

higher thus broadening the livable horizon, Grace passed Flávio unknowingly and walked 

confidently out to Sembene’s spot. There was a general change of direction as thousands began to 

make their move underground and inside public transportation hoping for an uneventful commute 

home. They could not see the atmospheric lift, for they were busy with escape.     
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Sembene saw Grace in his peripheral vision and turned toward his wife.  

 

Grace swallowed and gathered herself. “Leave your stuff with one of the brothers. They can store it 

in our apartment. The monitor has seen them before. Stock is low. Am I right, guys? A small burden 

for a brother. Amina invited me over and I am giving you this chance to accompany me. I packed a 

little rucksack for us. Let’s go!” 

 

“Amina?” Sembene reacted as if he had never heard this name before. “What does that woman have 

to do with us? With anything? We will stay right here. A little longer. I have it all figured out. The 

brothers and I have cleared ourselves of an obstacle. We are past it and this afternoon was a turning 

point. The sky is clearing and the rains of summer have stopped. The streets are calm. A window has 

opened. Grace, stay here with me.” 

 

Grace turned her back and waited. Nothing was forthcoming from Sembene. No call back to discuss 

matters, in private. No outstretched arms reaching for her, punctuated with a swirling gesture. 

Sembene had moved on, assured that she would return after some time. Determinately, Grace lifted 

her right foot and stepped purposefully forward. Body memory kicked in and she willed herself not 

to look back.  

 

Grace descended the escalator and managed the red subway and red train lines out to the East Side 

of the city as she traveled 30 kilometers to Guaianases. “The night is pleasant and the distance isn’t 

too far, is it now, Grace?” Amina said. “No need to go back downtown. You are welcome to stay 

here. You know that, right Grace?” Still tentative about the other’s real intentions, Amina and Grace 

gradually began to talk more freely. The open invitation for dinner was a start. The timing seemed 
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right. Grace thought to herself, “perhaps, a new start, at least a shot at some more hand-me-down 

items? Lipstick, a headscarf, washcloth and more knock-off palm oil cooking spray?” Grace smiled 

and gently blinked to savor the moment.  

 

Over time, night fell and Sembene grew weary. He looked at his young friends with uncertainty and 

in a rare moment, Sembene had no explanation for what had happened. A return to good sales, 

bolstered by a fresh, new consignment of knock off Apple watches, Grace’s strident exit and his 

sudden lethargy. With the galeria closed, the brothers agreed on an impromptu night out. First, they 

packed up the merchandise, ascended the five flights of stairs and deposited it all in the usual spot 

inside Sembene’s apartment. Despite the ubiquitous use of debit cards, that day the paulistano 

customers had paid a significant amount in cash. The brothers stashed that away as well. Sembene 

had warned them repeatedly, “never walk around at night with cash.”  

 

On their way back to the spot, the brothers decided to treat Sembene, their fearless but temporarily 

wounded leader, to a nice West African meal. Biyou’Z was nearby and the group greeted the 

Cameroonian owner and occupied an outside table. They sat on folding chairs made out of 

compressed particleboard, shellacked to resemble mahogany, and looked out onto the triangle-

shaped patch of weeds supporting two palm trees. The plaza was named after Júlio Mesquita, a 

lawyer who in the 1890s parlayed his privilege into acquiring and rebranding the theretofore-

provincial newspaper into a nationally circulated media corporation. O Estado de São Paulo continues 

as a family dynasty.  

 

Fueled by a filling fried fish meal and even a beer or two, Sembene felt rejuvenated. He quickly 

calculated the number of bones on his plate and the number of remaining fronds on the two palm 
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trees. He remembered the name of Júlio Mesquita blazoned on the front page of the newspaper 

announcing the police raids of lotto counterfeiters. As the brothers began to wind down and make 

noises about calling it a night, after all, it was close to 2AM, Sembene perked up and sketched out a 

series of display montages for the new Apple watches. There would be number games, simulations 

of hotel lobbies featuring signs of global cities; it would be a supreme attraction.  

 

Excited about his new idea, Sembene called Grace.  

 

She, too, had been up all night eating, drinking, chatting and thinking. She had just laid down to 

sleep on an extra mattress in Amina’s living room. Grace listened half-heartedly to Sembene, 

knowing his olive branch to be flimsy. She closed her eyes, heavily this time, changed channels and 

dreamt of her sisters. “This relationship had nothing left,” she thought. Sleep embraced Grace fully 

and caused her hand to go limp. She dropped the phone and Sembene’s voice trailed off into silence.  

*  *  * 
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Protective wall erected around the area after the collapse. Spaces quickly became surfaces for graffiti and poster art, all 
juxtaposed with the fading commercial propaganda of Caracu, a popular brand of beer founded at the end of the 19th 

century. Photo by author in August of 2018.  
 

 

“When you light a match or even make a bonfire, you understand heat as coming from a particular 

direction. But, when your home is on fire, how do you understand that?”  

 

Grace was sweating as she stirred from what had been once a promising deep sleep. Sembene’s sixth 

call had finally woken her and she initially looked at her phone with irritation. “What grand plan 

does he have now?” Grace thought, as she wiped her eyes. Notifications about the Wilton Paes 

building were popping up all over her phone. “Downtown skyscraper in flames,” “Firemen never 
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had a chance,” the headlines came fast and furious. The WP building had collapsed. So quickly. So 

definitively. Their home obliterated. Everything gone.  

 

She steadied herself and called Sembene, not knowing what to expect. Grace had survived a fire as a 

child, old enough to remember but too young to reckon. Spiteful neighbors in a stable 

neighborhood near the Dakar airport. Near Yoff, near the beach, such vengeful acts were not 

commonplace. She squinted her eyes to focus on the phone call.  

 

Grace broke into tears when she heard Sembene’s voice. She began from scratch, “Where are you? 

Are you OK?”  

 

“I’m fine, Grace. It’s all gone, Grace, but I am here. Near the Cambridge building. The brothers are 

here. We will find a way to begin again.” He paused, thought for a moment and said, “Did you know 

that some people are saying that the temperature at the heart of the fire was over 600C degrees?”  

 

“How do we measure a fire, measure heat, when it is all around? In the end, Sembene, how do we 

measure life and death, hmm?”  

*  *  * 

The first explosion inside the WP awoke a man in a neighboring building. After gaining his senses, 

he grabbed his phone and ascended to the rooftop and began snapping photographs and shooting 

film clips. In one of the videos, a man was holding a rope in what appeared to be an attempt to 

escape. Unfortunately, at this precise moment the building’s infrastructure, weakened by decades of 

neglect, yielded and literally yanked the floor (and everything else) out from under the man’s feet. He 

was left holding a rope in a freefall to his certain death. The video went viral. The media outlet 
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Globo posted it and garnered a million viewings in the first 24 hours. “Did you see the guy with the 

rope? That’s crazy. Poor guy. If he had only carried out his plan a minute earlier,” people 

commiserated all around the city and the country the next morning in the office, in the corner 

bakeries over coffee, crammed into the train and via whatsapp texts. Tragedy turned into fodder for 

humor and politics. “That guy was really at the end of his rope,” a local barman quipped. “This is, of 

course, the fault of the PT (Workers Party). They let crime rule the city,” the radio talk show 

blowhards shouted.  

 

When they shared the news video clip, both Grace and Sembene focused on the relatively small 

detail that the man left holding the rope had lived on the fifth floor. A neighbor. They couldn’t quite 

make out who it was no matter how many times they watched the video on their respective phones. 

The names officially released weeks later did little to resolve their feelings.  

 

“I wonder which part of the building served as the anchor? I suppose that is a stupid question. Was 

he a father? What is it like to one second feel your feet on solid ground, a solid base and then the 

next moment have absolutely no attachment?” Sembene dropped his filters and simply said what 

was on his mind.  

 

Grace was also at a loss of how to react. “People say that it’s the smoke that kills before the flames. 

Scientists tell us that. Forensics, I suppose. I believe that many people die of fright. I mean, really. 

How do we measure heat? The body first, the science comes later.”  
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The voices of Grace and Sembene faded into silence. They let it linger for a moment. Both 

simultaneously looked down at their phones wondering if the other was still there, wondering what 

to say next.  

 

“Look, Sembene. Thank God you are safe. I will see you around the galeria soon.” She paused and 

then added, “God willing,” An ending.     

 

Down at the scene, experts weighed in. “The building’s elevators had been totally removed. So, the 

resulting air ducts acted like a chimney flue. And, well, there was a lot of combustible material in 

there: wood, paper, cardboard and apparently different kinds of oil, all of which only increased and 

quickened the flames.” The representative of the São Paulo Fire Department, a captain proud of his 

military title, concentrated on his diction and demonstrated the clarity of science. “We think a 

resident started the fire by cooking with alcohol, most probably a form of methanol. Another 

distinct possibility is a spark from the concentration of illegal electrical circuits or gatos” Off camera, 

the captain’s professionalism withered as he mixed racial slurs grounded in metaphors of savagery 

with a hail of “I told you so’s”.  

 

Flávio circled around the crowd outside of the smoldering ruins, occasionally darting in and out as if 

he had somewhere to go. He tried his best to glean what bystanders knew, what the authorities knew 

and, ultimately, how this disaster was going to be explained away. What stuck in his mind was the 

fireman’s insistence in repeating “the city is like a school chemistry set.” The captain smiled, happy 

with himself and his clever analogy and said it to anyone who would listen, occasionally punctuating 

the phrase for the slower-witted with “all ready to blow up.” 

*  *  * 
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As a squatter settlement, the polemical issue of the Wilton Paes building over the years had been 

management. Occupations are either “ethical” or “unethical” in local parlance. Groups, such as the 

MSTC (Movement of the Homeless in the City Center) and the MMPT (Housing Movement for 

All), have been organizing and lobbying city government for 20 years around urban housing policies. 

In 2019 police arrested key leaders of these “ethical” groups for extortion. Citing highly suspicious 

evidence, such as tapped phone calls in which a leader issued permission for a family containing one 

person, who may be affiliated with organized crime, to “take a bath” (supposedly code words for 

illegal transactions), commissioner André Figueiredo affirmed that the imprisonments were the right 

response to a demanding public. The media conglomerate Globo stoked an outcry in early May of 

2019 dedicating more than six minutes on the wildly popular Sunday program Fantástico to the 

Wilton Paes building collapse. “The police must imprison the 15 suspects,” due to their 

“participation in organized crime, extortion and aggressions.”3 

 

The Wilton Paes building had always been “unethical,” never part of the territory occupied by the 

aforementioned groups. Just as playboy real estate moguls appropriate and rebrand property as 

gourmet condos and just as agribusiness tycoons illegally force indigenous communities off their 

land and brutally murder local leaders, opportunistic criminal entrepreneurs form mafias around 

abandoned buildings in the forgotten downtown urban landscape. There are dozens of hulking 

shells, specters of past glory and monuments to a hungry, desperate activism, which go completely 

unnoticed by the general public. Legalities as illegalities. Flammable as inflammable. Communities of 

the displaced and migrants converge. Separate and converge… 

 
3 See https://jornalistaslivres.org/prisao-de-liderancas-do-movimento-de-moradia-e-conluio-entre-promotores-e-
policiais/ 
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